ABSTRACT Background subtraction technique is commonly used in foreground segmentation problem. Most of the existing color or intensity feature-based background subtraction methods suffer in non-stationary environments, such as presence of illumination variations. To address the issue, we introduce a new spatial feature descriptor that extracts the prominent directional information in a local neighborhood of a pixel. We use this local feature along with color information as the core component of a sample consensusbased model evolved from visual background extractor method. We also introduce an adaptive way to fuse color and local feature at each pixel to determine if the current observed features match to its corresponding background model while classification. The discriminative nature of our proposed local feature descriptor makes our model robust against the change of illumination. Extensive experiments on CDnet 2012 (changedetection.net) data set demonstrate that our background subtraction method outperforms many state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing number of video-based surveillance applications mostly rely on foreground object segmentation. Background subtraction technique is widely used to do the segmentation of moving object (foreground) from background. The underlying principle of this technique is the comparison of observed image with the estimated background image, commonly referred as the background model [1] . A wide variety of background subtraction techniques have been introduced in recent past [1] - [8] . Most of these techniques vary in several aspects, such as behavior of the model, features used to form the model, segmentation strategy and model updating mechanism to adapt changes over time [9] . Despite having all wide spectrum of background subtraction techniques, the segmentation task remains challenging because of various critical situations in the real environment. The challenges are classified as non-static backgrounds (e.g., waving trees and rippling water), constant or quick changes of illumination (e.g., gradual changing of daylight and cloud), the appearance of new backgrounds, movement of background objects, oscillations of the camera, camouflage, shadows, and noise in the scene.
Most of the techniques treat each pixel individually and rely on the color or intensity feature to represent a pixel in the model [9] , [10] . Pixel-based simple unimodal background subtraction techniques using a Gaussian [11] , [12] , weighted average [13] and median filtering [14] can only model single scenario in a controlled environment and suffer in complex real-world environment. To address the limitations of unimodal methods, researchers have proposed more advanced multi-modal Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [15] to generate stable background model in multivariate environments. At each pixel, GMM represents the distribution of feature values noticed over time by weighted mixture of Gaussian [16] - [18] . Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) [19] can automatically determine the parameter of Gaussian Mixture Model which was a concern for GMM-based methods previously. However, erroneous background model and miss detection of foreground object in case of too slow or quick adaptation to changes still remain as the drawbacks of GMM [20] . Also, some researchers [21] claim that real-world noisy images show non-Gaussian behavior.
Non-parametric kernel density estimation (KDE) methods in [22] and [20] construct background model by accumulating the recent observed values in histogram for each pixel. However, the inability of modeling periodic events raises question on the first-in-first-out based updating mechanism of the background model of these methods. This problem was solved using stochastic update scheme described in visual background extractor (ViBe) method [9] that uses sample consensus-based segmentation techniques [23] .
All these pixel-based methods using color and intensity features are lightweight but sensitive to the change of illumination. Since gradient direction is insensitive to local and global illumination changes, edge feature was used in [24] . However, since edge position, shape and size may differ in consecutive frames because of background dynamics, the edge-based model [25] may produce large number of false detections in real-world environments. To overcome this problem, edge-segment-based approaches through joining neighborhood edge were introduced [26] , where edge shape is taken into consideration along with edge existence. However, constructing reliable background model is still problematic in case of motion in background. Edge existence information is accumulated at each pixel in the statistical edge-segment-based approaches [27] , [28] to represent the distribution of edge-segment that can extract the movement information of edge-segment. Both edge-based and edgesegment-based methods need extensive post-processing to elicit the foreground object bounded by the detected edges. Besides that, texture feature was also used in background modeling to incorporate spatial information. Heikkilä and Pietikäinen [29] used local binary pattern (LBP) histogram to model each pixel. LBP is robust to monotonic illumination changes but sensitive to noise. Scale Invariant Local Ternary Pattern (SILTP) [30] addresses this limitation, the number bit becomes double of that required by LBP for texture code representation. However, it may also require controlling the threshold. Local binary similarity pattern (LBSP) [31] is another texture feature that encodes whether the neighboring pixels are similar to the central pixel instead of just calculating difference of color values like LBP. However, the method may not fit in blurred and noisy regions [32] .
Hybrid methods are the fusion of different featurebased (color, edge, texture) techniques to hold common and collective advantages. Local Hybrid Pattern (LHP) was proposed by Kim et al. [33] where each pixel is considered as an edge or inner pixel and represented with 8 bit code. The most significant bit of the code is used to distinguish edge or inner pixel. They encode intensity value by using 7 bits for flatter pixel. On the other hand, they use least significant 4 (2+2) bits for edge pixel to encode primary gradient direction and orthogonal gradient in a ternary pattern. Although the method performs well in illumination variation, it may not fit in appearance of complex edges. Kim et al. [34] and Roy et al. [35] used gradient magnitude based adaptive fusion strategy to simultaneously use color and edge (improved LHP and LDN respectively) features at each pixel. Since, they generate edge code regardless of edge or smooth region, it raises question to the code reliability in real-world environment. St-Charles and Bilodeau [32] uses local binary similarity pattern (LBSP) combined with color feature in LOBSTER method to address the limitations of [31] in blurred and noisy region. Improvements of this method have been proposed in [36] named as SubSENSE that uses per-pixel feedback scheme similar to pixel based adaptive segmenter (PBAS) method [37] but with advanced mechanism of adapting background dynamics through dynamic controlling of sensitivity and learning rate. Both LOBSTER and SuBSENSE generate 16 bit lengthy texture code for each pixels. Since texture (e.g., LBP, LSBP and SILTP) or edge (e.g., LHP and LDN) feature-based methods generate code for each pixel and require parameter controlling (e.g., LBSP or SILTP), it may generate unreliable code in smoother region. All these texture descriptors also cannot discriminate edge pixel from flat pixel. Fig. 1 shows that for both edge and smooth regions, LBP, LBSP and LGP may generate indifferent code which shows the lack of enough discriminative power of these texture descriptors. The descriptors may also fail to generate stable code in presence of subtle illumination change in consecutive frames. This inability of stable code generation may hamper the foreground detection accuracy.
In this paper, we present a novel spatial feature descriptor that encodes the local dominant directional information to represent intrinsic structural pattern of a pixel. Firstly, the method examines distribution of gradient magnitude to select the reliable edges. Pixels those do not belong to that selected edges are not considered in the code generation and represented with a default code. This discriminative nature empowers our method to avoid flat regions from generating erroneous code that makes our method robust against illumination variation. This preprocessing step also reduce computation time since pixels on the reliable edges (edge pixels) are only considered in code generation process. Secondly, the method analyze distribution of gradient direction in N × N local region and extract dominant directions for feature representation. Since our background subtraction model is derived from the color feature based flexible and non-parametric sample consensus technique (ViBe), it requires several modifications to the background model to adapt Dominant Directional Pattern (DDP) edge feature. For simplicity, OR and AND operators are widely used to fuse multiple features to find whether the current pixels is similar to its background model. Since AND operator imposes constrain on each feature individually, it may reduce false positive by inhibiting true positive generated from one mask that is not present in other. On the contrary, OR operator is prone to generate more false positive. To address the issue, we introduce an adaptive way of fusing color and the proposed spatial edge feature to obtain the common and collective advantage of individual feature in the segmentation process that focuses on each feature importance at each pixel while fusing. Since flat pixels exhibit lower edge responses compared to the edge ones, we use relatively high color information than edge by imposing weight based on normalized edge strength or gradient magnitude. Finally, the results obtained from the experiments on CDnet 2012 dataset [38] shows that our method performs better than numerous state-of-the-art methods.
II. METHODOLOGY
The proposed background subtraction method is inspired by the LOBSTER which is established on color feature-based light-weight Visual Background Extractor (ViBe) method. In our approach, we use the Dominant Directional Pattern (DDP) edge descriptor along with color information to construct each sample of per-pixel background model. DDP encodes local structural pattern by extracting dominant directional information which is capable of discriminating edge and smooth regions. Subsequently, in segmentation step, we use gradient magnitude based adaptive fusion of color and edge to determine the match between observed feature and background sample. We adapt changes in background model over time by conservative and stochastic update. The overall foreground segmentation method is depicted in Fig. 2 . This section is organized into four subsections. Firstly, we present the structure of background model. Secondly, we describe the proposed edge descriptor, named Dominant Directional Pattern (DDP). Later we show the per-pixel similarity measurement scheme between observed frame and background model where we fuse their color and directional distance adaptively. Finally, we present the foreground segmentation approach and background model update strategy. 
A. BACKGROUND MODELING
Our background (reference) model preserves N recent observations (hereafter refers as sample) at each pixel. We use color and edge features as the core component of sample. We define background model BGM x at pixel location x with a limit N on the number of samples as
where B i = {C i , V i } is a i th background sample, and C i and V i are proposed spatial code using DDP and color value, respectively. We initialize the background model BGM using first frame with the randomly selected pixels features value in a local region at each pixel, which we update in upcoming frames to adapt the changes in environments.
B. DOMINANT DIRECTIONAL PATTERN
The proposed Dominant Directional Pattern (DDP) represents the dominant edge directional structure at each pixel. This generates code for strong edge pixels only and discards the flat ones. Therefore, we extract the set of pixels showing strong edge signature at the beginning and generate DDP code at these pixels only. At an input frame, we use Sobel operator to extract gradient information including both gradient magnitude GM and orientation GO. However, since a magnitude of a flat pixel is much lesser than a magnitude of an edge pixel, we use a threshold on the magnitude to decide whether the pixel belongs to a strong edge or not using
where β denotes the threshold to differentiate edge pixels from the flat ones. In our approach we select β in an VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 4. Code generation using local Dominant Directional Pattern (DDP). Gradient magnitude and direction (quantized orientation) images is generated by convolving input frame with Sobel mask. Adaptive threshold β is determined by analyzing the distribution of gradient magnitudes. By using mostly occurring two directions extracted from the distribution of gradient direction in N × N local neighborhood, further encoding steps is performed only for the pixels having gradient magnitude greater than the threshold β.
adaptive way. Since, in a particular image, p% of the total image pixels belong to strong edges, we use this percentage to determine the threshold β. At each frame, we generate a frequency H gm of gradient magnitude GM followed by calculating cumulative distribution from it using
where b = [0, M gm ] is a bin of the magnitude M gm denotes the maximum gradient magnitude value, and ρ(b) is a percentage of the cumulative frequency up to gradient magnitude value b. To get top p% strong edges, as the threshold β, we select b where ρ(b) is equal to (100 − p). Adaptively selected threshold β helps to ignore flat regions, weak edges and noisy information originated from the imaging (compression) techniques which hardly contributes to better segmentation. We rely on gradient directions to represent edges, calculated using (2), because of its robustness to illumination changes. To represent various edge patterns using distinctive codes, we use two prominent directions from the local neighborhood, and the selection of these prominent directions are based on local statistics which makes the code generation process trustworthy. In the beginning, we quantize the gradient orientation GO into eight directions and named as gradient direction GD. Then, by creating a histogram H gd (x) of the gradient direction GD in the N × N local region centered at current pixel x, we extract two most frequent directions using the following function
where M gd = 8 is the number of quantized gradient directions, d k (x) refers to the index of k th highest accumulation in the histogram H gd (x) of gradient direction, and arg max k extracts kth maximum element. We encode those two directions (primary and secondary) with high frequency in a six bit DDP code using
where d 1 and d 2 is primary and secondary dominant directions respectively in a local neighborhood.
Since DDP generates code for strong edge pixels only, it requires one more bit to represent the smooth pixels using default value zero. Fig. 3 represents our coding scheme where we use the most significant seventh bit as a flag bit to distinguish strong edge pixel from flat ones through
where n = 6 is the size of DDP code. Fig. 4 illustrates the overall process of generating the proposed local 39920 VOLUME 6, 2018 structure representing code described above. Mathematically, our method generates 65 different codes for feature representation classified into three categories as shown in Table 1 .
In case of straight edge category, secondary direction does not exist since all accumulation goes into primary direction.
To maintain the consistency of code length, we assign the same direction for primary and secondary dominant directions. Pixels in the flat region having edge strength lower than β belong to Group 3 and are represented by the default value zero, in contrast, the pixels of Group 2 have both primary and secondary dominant directions. We compare our descriptor with LBP and LBSP in terms of code generation stability. To do so, we have performed an experiment for a single edge pixel over 100 consecutive frames in presence of subtle illumination changes to see the stability of LBP, LBSP and DDP descriptors. We exhibit the result in Fig. 5 which shows that LBP and LBSP generate less persistent code than DDP. So, our method have competitive advantage over others regarding the stability of code generation in presence of subtle illumination variation that is helpful for foreground segmentation task. The use of local statistics makes our feature descriptor more reliable. We use this code along with color as the smallest building block of our background subtraction model.
C. FUSION OF COLOR AND EDGE SIMILARITY
In the segmentation process, we calculate features similarity between current observation, O and background sample, B at each channel. We calculate color similarity using L1 distance metric through
where D v refers to the color component distance of observed V o and background sample V b . Simultaneously, we also calculate the DDP code distance, where we carefully consider several cases, as shown in Table 2 . In cases 1 and 3 from Table 2 , the observed DDP code C o and background sample code C b differ in their flag bit, where one code represents the flat region and another represents the edge. We set maximum distance to both of these cases to ignore the background sample as a mismatch with currently observed feature of the target pixel. In case 2, where the observed and the background sample codes represent the flat region having default code, the minimum distance is assigned. To calculate directional dissimilarity in case of 4, where both C o and C b represent edge, we use the directional distance measurement scheme. Since each DDP code contains primary and secondary directional information, we decompose observed and sample DDP codes. We calculate the directional distance for both primary and secondary direction pair, individually, through (9) where D c = [0, 4] refers to the directional code distance between the observed code C o and the sample code C b , γ = [0, 1] is a weight value used to calculate weighted sum of primary dist 1 and secondary dist 2 dominant directional distances. VOLUME 6, 2018 At this point, we have two individual feature distances: one for color D v (V o , V b ) and another for DDP code D c (C o , C b ) . At the beginning of fusion process, we normalize the color distance to the same range of DDP code distance. Afterward, We fuse these two distances based on edge strength (response) at each pixel. Ideally, this response value is higher at edge pixel than smoother one that can be the basis for segmentation. Therefore, our weighting scheme ensures higher weight on DDP code distance at edge pixel, while higher weight on color component distance at the smooth pixel. We define our edge response based adaptive fusion scheme as
where α is the per-pixel non-static weight, assigned adaptively using normalized gradient magnitude at each frame. Edge pixel may have similar DDP shape feature, and color information is the prime cue in that particular case. Therefore, color feature should not be ignored at strong edge pixel. By using the following equation, we keep the value of weight α in the range of [0, ], where we consider 0 < < 1, to ensure a minimum weight (1 − ) to the color feature while fusing color and edge distance
where is a predefined fixed value, and max (GM ) is a maximum gradient magnitude value in the current frame of the sequence. Normalization using per-frame maximum gradient magnitude makes our method more adaptive to the global illumination changes.
D. SEGMENTATION AND BACKGROUND MODEL UPDATING
If observation O at a pixel of current frame is similar with a minimum number of corresponding background samples, we label the pixel as a background otherwise foreground as follows
where L is a label and nMinS is a predefined threshold that refers to the required minimum number of background samples to match current observation at each pixel. S(O, B i ) is a function to decide whether observation O and background sample B i are similar by applying threshold by
where D(O, B i ) is the fused distance between O and B i , ch = {R, G, B} is a color component, and δ is a predefined threshold. Furthermore, to keep our background model updated with the gradual changes over time, we stochastically update the pixel's model only when the current pixel is classified as 
for c ← 1 : totNChannels do 7: Extract O(I , C) and B i (I , C) at (x) 8: Compute Distance of O and B i using (10) 9:
else 13: go to statement 19 14: end if 15: end for 16: if dist ≤ δ then 17: s ← s + 1 18: end if 19 :
end while 21: if s ≥ nMinS then 22 :
else 24 :
end if 26 : end for background. Stochastic update refers to the process of random sample selection of the pixel's model which is replaced by the current observation. This approach ensures a smooth lifespan of the background sample [9] . To maintain the spatial consistency, we also propagate the current observation to the randomly selected neighbor given that the current pixel is classified as background. Algorithm 1 presents the overall segmentation process for a multi-channel (RGB) frame.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of proposed foreground segmentation method on change detection (CDnet) 2012 database [38] . We perform our experiment on seven datasets from four distinct categories. In particular, we select highway (HIGH), office (OFC) and pedestrians (PED) from the baseline category, overpass (OPAS) from dynamic background category, abandonedBox (BOX) from intermittent object motion category, peopleInShade (PNS) from shadow category, and diningRoom (DNRM) from thermal category as shown in Table 3 . HIGH, PED and OFC sequences have subtle motion in background and illumination changes, BOX includes strong background motion, BAD has random camera movement, and PNS has cast shadow generated from moving object. In practice, we apply 9 × 9 median filter followed by morphological closing operations in the post-processing step. Fig. 6 illustrates that candidate foreground pixels before postprocessing contains large number of false alarm and miss detection which is disappeared after post-processing. Overall, by applying post-processing, foreground segmentation result (F-measure) jumped from 71.56% to 91.60% as shown in Table 4 . We compared our proposed background subtraction method with several related state-of-the-art methods: Visual Background Extractor (ViBe), ViBe+, Pixel-Based Adaptive Segmenter (PBAS), improved Kernel Density Estimator (KDE), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), LOBSTER and SuBSENSE. For comparison purposes, we use Recall (Re), Precision (Pr) and F-measure (FM) evaluation metrics, defined as
where TP are true positive, FN are false negatives and FP are false positives. We have to set several parameters for the experiments. The parameter for the number of per-pixel background samples is N = 35 like ViBe, the percentage value to decide adaptive edge detection threshold β is p = 5 (to take top 5% strong edges), the weight value to calculate DDP code distance while merging primary and secondary directional distances is γ = 0.66, the scaling factor to decide the weight value α while merging DDP and color distances is = 0.75, the required number of matching with referenced samples to be classified as background is nMinS = 2, and the distance threshold to decide matching is δ = 0.6. We inherited other parameters to process background modeling from ViBe.
To evaluate our proposed local feature descriptor (DDP), we test our method in LOBSTER framework where AND operator is used to fuse color information and local feature in the segmentation step to determine match between background sample and observed feature. In Table 5 , we present the quantitative evaluation of LBP 1, 8 , LBSP 2, 16 and LGP 1, 8 against ours. Overall result shows that our feature descriptor performs better than the others. We also show the efficacy of our proposed normalized gradient magnitude based feature fusion strategy using both qualitative and quantitative results. Qualitative result in Fig. 7 shows the limitation of logical operators (AND, and OR) in case of fusing color and DDP features. Since OR operator classifies target pixel as a match to the background if any of the observed features are similar to sample, it produces a large number of false negatives. AND operator misclassifies some pixels in illumination change because it imposes equal importance to both features. Feature strength (significance) VOLUME 6, 2018 based proposed fusion scheme outperforms others in overall F-measure result as shown in Table 6 . Table 7 exhibits a compilation of per-scenario and overall F-measure scores of related state-of-the-art methods. Our method performs better than others in HIGH and PED datasets from Baseline category. However, SubSENSE outperforms other in OFC dataset from the same category because of its advanced background dynamics based adaptive learning rate and decision threshold. In OPAS dataset, our method surpasses others by large margin. Proposed method also outperforms other in PNS dataset from shadow category. In case of BOX and DNRM dataset, proposed method shows comparable performance. Quantitative evaluation shows that our proposed background subtraction method performs better than others in overall performance. Qualitative result in Fig. 8 shows that proposed method performs well in all dataset compared to ViBe and several other advanced state-of-theart methods. Proposed method may mis-classify foreground pixel as background and generate hole as shown in Fig. 8(c) because of using predefined decision threshold and fixed learning rate at each pixel. Our method may perform even better with per-pixel adaptive learning rate and dynamic decision threshold like PBAS or SuBSENSE.
In Table 8 , we show both processing time and memory usage comparison of our method with ViBe and LOBSTER on a quad-core laptop processor (Intel Core i5-3317U). Since ViBe is using only color information, it requires less memory and processing time than our method and LOBSTER but produces poor segmentation result as shown in Fig. 8 . In comparison with LOBSTER, our method achieves better segmentation accuracy while requiring less memory and similar processing time.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel spatial feature descriptor that encodes dominant directional information in a local neighborhood centered at current pixel through analyzing statistical distribution of edge directions. We have also proposed numerous modifications on background subtraction method that is derived from ViBe model to adapt our newly presented local feature together with color information that includes an adaptive way of merging color and edge directional distance for classification. Experiments on change detection dataset have showed that our background subtraction method outperforms more complex state-of-the-art methods. In future, we would like to focus on updating per-pixel decision threshold and learning rate based on background dynamics. 
